2011 All-America Selections® Winners

Tested Nationally
Proven Locally®
Gaillardia
‘Arizona Apricot’
* New and unique gaillardia color
* 3-3.5 inch daisy-like flowers
* Attractive, compact 12-inch tall plant
* Blooms early summer into autumn
* Perennial hardy in USDA zones 2-10

Ornamental Kale
‘Glamour Red’ F₁
* Unique shiny waxless leaves
* More vivid color
* 10-12 inch fringed leaf flower head
* Leaf coloring with cool night temperatures

Salvia
‘Summer Jewel Red’
* Early and generous flower blossoms
* Dwarf branching plant 20 inches tall
* Magnet for hummingbirds
* Superior wind and rain resistance
* Ideal for full sun containers and beds

Viola
‘Shangri-La Marina’ F₁
* Vibrant new Marina color for viola
* Early flowering 70 days from seed
* 6-inch tall plants
* Vigorous frost-tolerant biennial
* Provides solid mat of fall color with great spring recovery
Pepper
‘Orange Blaze’ F₁
* Early ripening and very sweet
* Impressive multiple disease resistances
* 3-4 inch long fruits with 2-3 lobes
* Compact plant height of 24 inches
* Ripens 65-70 days from transplant

Pumpkin
‘Hijinks’ F₁
* 6-7 pound fruits
* Very uniform size and shape
* Early to mature—100 days from seed
* Notable resistance to powdery mildew
* Long vines spread up to 15 feet

Tomato
‘Lizzano’ F₁
* 0.4 ounce baby cherry size fruit
* Vigorous semi-determinate bush type
* Trailing habit great for containers
* Plentiful fruit set, continual harvest
* Late Blight disease tolerant

Tomato
‘Terenzo’ F₁
* 0.7 ounce standard size cherry fruit
* Sweet tasting fruit has Brix of 6.0%
* Compact plant 16-20 inches tall
* Tidy trailing habit ideal for containers
* Fruits are more resistant to cracking
All America Selections® (AAS) has served gardeners since 1932 as an independent trialing organization that introduces significantly improved new varieties. These flowers or vegetables were evaluated at AAS Trial Grounds throughout North America by unbiased horticulture experts who volunteer their time as AAS Judges. Only the best varieties with the highest scores are considered for an AAS Award. This means home gardeners can rely on the AAS Winners to perform well because they have out-performed similar varieties already on the market. Look for AAS Winners identified by the red, white and blue logo on seed packets or plant labels in garden centers or retail stores.

For details about the AAS trialing program, please browse the AAS Web site: www.all-americaselections.org